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from the upper sandstone band which overlies the saljferous

mans; but their presence in a middle place here between the

numerous fossils of the Carboniferous and Oolotic systems

serves but to show the great poverty in organic remains of the

intermediate system, as developed in England. Though of

course wholly a stranger, I found free admission to both the'

Dudley and Birmingham Museums, and experienced, with but

few exceptions, a similar liberality in my visits to all the other

local collections of England which fell in my way. We have

still great room for improvement in this respect in Scotland.

We are far behind at least the laymen of England, -its lib

eral mechanicians and manufacturers, and its cultivators of

science and the arts, - in the generosity with which they

throw open their collections; and resemble rather that portion

of the English clergy who make good livings better by exhibit

ing their consecrated places, -not too holy, it would seem, to

be converted into show-boxes,- for paltry twopences and

groats. I know not a museum in Edinburgh or Glasgow, save

that of the Highland Society, to which a stranger can get

access at once so readily and so free as that which I obtained,

in the course of my tour, to the Newcastle, Dudley, Birming

ham and British Museums.

Almost all the larger towns of England manifest some one

leading taste or other. Some are peculiarly literary, some

decidedly scientific; and the taste paramount in Birmingham

seems to be a taste for music. In no town in the world are

the mechanical arts more noisy: hammer rings incessantly on

anvil; there is an unending clang of metal, an unceasing

clank of engines; flame rustles, water hisses, steam roars, and

from time to time, hoarse and hollow over all, rises the thunder

of the proofing-house. The people live in an atmosphere con

tinually vibrating with clamor; and it would seem as if their
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